123 Sheets Launches Making Tax Digital Bridging Software

Ready for MTD Adherence? Easy as 123!

London, Jan 24, 2019 (Issuewire.com) - 123 Sheets Ltd, has launched its solution for MTD bridging software for clients using MS Excel spreadsheets to complete their VAT returns. 123 Sheets provides VAT compatible software that has been approved by HMRC and is currently listed as one of the Government’s recognised software suppliers. 123 Sheets Ltd pride themselves on the easy user-friendly cloud-based interface designed for making accounting simple and “keeping it old school”. Client security is essential and 123 sheets use SSL technology to encrypt and transfer data between the clients and HM Revenue and Customs.

123 Sheets is a third party software provider that ensures clients keep compliant with the new HMRC rules. Bridging software is needed to fulfil the government’s plans which require the digitisation of VAT returns for VAT registered businesses above the VAT threshold, that is all businesses with a turnover of £85,000 or more.

For businesses using offline versions of accounting software and are not renewing their annual subscriptions and therefore are not MTD enabled: 123 Sheets provides the perfect solution for such businesses. All that is needed for MTD Compliance is to run the VAT report in the existing accounting
software, export it to MS Excel, and then file it under MTD using 123 Sheets Software, so 123 Sheets is fully compatible with all major accounting software packages that have a VAT report function that enables exports into MS Excel.

123 Sheets Ltd works with all sizes of businesses, organisations and individuals and since its launch in January 2019 123 Sheets has already established an ever-increasing customer base. 123 Sheets is currently offering a half price licences until the end of January 2019. Hurry now to get ready for MTD at half the price. Offer Ends 31 January 2019. Ready for MTD Adherence? Easy as 123!

123 Sheets Ltd: Making Tax Digital - Keeping it Old School
https://123sheets.co.uk/

About 123 Sheets Ltd: 123 Sheets is a Guildford based software developer owned and operated by Mr Peter Hamilton - Chartered Accountant and Chartered Tax Advisor. Web: https://123sheets.co.uk/
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